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About This Game

This is a short-time walking simulator with an open world that you can go through with your eyes closed. In the end, here you
will need to rely only on your hearing.

You woke up in the middle of the white, lighted room. What happened? How did I get here? These are the questions that find
the main character of this game. "If you want to know something, just ask about it," thought the protagonist. But instead of

words from the mouth only air comes out. Suddenly, up to the hero's ears comes a voice from above. It is he who will answer all
the questions that are tormenting the hero, and will also show, in a clear example, how a normal hearing test can develop into a

real challenge.
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Title: Hearing
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
skrimm8
Publisher:
skrimm8
Release Date: 7 Aug, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP or newer

Processor: CORE2 DUO 2.2GHZ / AMD Athlon 64 X2 2.66GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GEFORCE 8600 OR GT630 / RADEON HD 6750

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 330 MB available space

English,Russian
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i recommend this.. 10 Years after this game releases and its still look Good.

"Can It Run Crysis ?"

8/10. Great for chilling out and time killing... worth the price.. I don't usually leave Steam reviews, but this game was so good I
just had to. It was one of the first games I installed when I got my Vive a month ago but it sat I played because I assumed
because of its simplicity I would just dismiss it in 5 minutes...how wrong I was. Massively entertaining, a brilliant idea and
perfectly executed. I can't wait to play more... oh, and IT'S FREE!. Please check server status.
I want to play daily mountain.. :(. nice game at first, but after you break the ice it gets very repetitive and completely boring. No.
Just no. Go away. Leave.. how do i get a refund for this game????. I've seen many people comparing it to Amnesia: The Dark
Descent too much and I have to admit it wasn't as good. Still though I want to rate it as fully separated game and I think it's
worth-to-play horror game. The story would've been better without connections to previous Amnesia and there was maybe too
much story in written form.
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This game is a huge disappointment in every way possible.
-) The "RTS" in this game is laughable. Once you run out of ressources (there is VERY little food on most maps) you're
basically f**ked and the enemy (who has endless armies) just starves and crushes you. Great fun.
-) The heroes and units have SEVERE pathing issues, which leas to them getting stuck, running circles or otherwise being
COMPLETELY useless while getting stomped. Super great.
-) The smaller skirmishes and fights are EXTREMELY easy, while in big clashes the difficulty skyrockets. The balancing is way
off here. Amazing treat.

The story was kinda intriguing, I'll give them that but that is WAY too little to help this poor attempt of a game be anything
more than a waste of 20 bucks.... Face Noir gets a lukewarm recommendation from me. The story's not bad - a little bland at
first, but it keeps getting more interesting and twisty as it progresses, making it worth finishing. If a noir point-and-click casting
you as a PI in the 1930's sounds like it'd be up your alley, go ahead, but be prepared for the flaws mentioned below. I should
note, though, that it ends with a lot of plot threads left dangling in anticipation of a sequel.

Voice acting's mostly decent, but some characters seem flat while others have exaggerated accents, and there are occasionally
times when a character's voice noticeably changes from one sentence to the next (indicating that the dialog was probably pieced
together from multiple recording sessions with inconsistent quality). Despite having no support for widescreen, the graphics are
overall excellent and work well to set the mood. The quality of the graphics, does, however, make the terrible facial animation
that much more obvious.

Compared to many other point-and-clicks, the puzzle solutions are logical and realistic, which works well with the story. But
that doesn't mean it compares well in terms of making the solutions fair and reasonable - in fact, it does just the opposite. Some
of the hotspots are tiny and barely visible, but that's a minor problem since F1 will highlight them. A bigger problem is that at
least a couple solutions depend on knowledge that the player cannot reasonably be expected to possess. For example, you'll need
to know what a certain country's flag looks like, which would be fine if said flag were clearly depicted in-game, but it isn't.
Worse, the game expects you to do things in a certain order that isn't always clear. If you've missed inspecting the object that
you need to inspect in order to open up the dialog option that you need to take before solving the next puzzle, you'll be stuck and
you won't know why you're stuck until you've looked up a guide. It may make sense, but only in retrospect.. Not the greatest
replay value but as a demo to anyone with even a mildly artistic bent this is beautiful. The care that's gone into this is evident in
every detail. It really is delightful. My only complaint was that i found the narrators accent was a little hard to grasp but to be
honest i was too involved in what was going on to care.. Gameplay: The storyline is non-existent, which isn't the worst thing in
the world. Unfortunately, however, there are no redeeming qualities to make up for this. There are a decent amount of game
mechanics and levels to keep the total playtime up to 6 hours. The levels however are in no way challenging.

Visuals: It's pretty disappointing. It looks very unfinished.

Audio: It's not the worst audiowise. I can say that the sound effects match the disproportionate cartoon-like theme that they
were aiming for. The soundtrack would get repetitive as the amount of songs they had didn't match the playtime it took to beat
the game.

Replayability*: There is none. I have no desire to go back and play the game. All the levels are the exact same and often times
the "perfection" mechanics (collecting all of the X) can usually be done on the first run through.

*This varies A LOT from person to person, so only rely on this category from me if you've agreed with my other reviews'
replayability sections.. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 you devs! I spent dozens of hours for collect all armors & weapons. And you
keep adding new items, which making my 100% collection to 90% collection. Stop it!. Seems to be exactly what I was looking
for in the genre. Haven't had a lot of time to play it yet. But on the first test it fully supported my joystick (Logitech X3D pro)
unlike few other resently released titles. The plane seemed to handle like I expaected them to do. Honestly I just played 1
dogfight, so I wount comment on the campaign mode. My biggest problem with this title is that it doesn't support 1080p
resolution.. first off, Chicken Wars is an incredibly detailed experience. Much thought went into every map, playable character,
and item. This game has the high potential to be 2018 game of the year. The wild emotional rollercoaster of the story is
captivating and embracing today's social morals. Chicken Wars was created with an incredibly low budget and continues to
amaze me. It surpasses every AAA title release through 2015-2018 and I'm glad I have been able to buy it.. Don't listen to all the
negative, this is a really solid game as it is right now.
Good graphics loads and loads to do, crafting system and skill tree like no other game.
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The Devs are patching and tweeking regularly. May requests were made for larger stashes and many other little things, and the
Devs actually came through.

Is it done yet? Is it perfect? No but its getting there.

Going like it is, and this could be the next best survival game.. waste of time. don't bother. clash of titan replica. I'm happy with
the vended product.
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